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About This Game

Dead Man's Trail is a zombie survival game for PC, Mac, and Linux in the tradition of classic travel survival games with some
new twists. The game recreates the drama of modern zombie fiction by making team members core to the player's travel
progress through randomly generated cross-country journeys. Each have their own job that will help the party along their

journey: firearm expert, melee expert, paramedic, mechanic, and others. These characters must be kept happy and healthy
through randomly placed obstacles and loot supplies in procedurally-generated 3D environments. Each journey the player takes

in Dead Man's Trail creates different and varied undead drama that should not be missed.

Features

Choose your vehicle: the nimble 4-Wheel Rocket, the balanced Grave Digger school bus, and the powerful Ark tractor-
trailer.

Keep your team of travelers healthy and happy. Each has their own job that will help the party along their journey:
firearm expert, melee expert, paramedic, and mechanic. Lose one and you'll be limping down the road!

Loot randomly generated 3D cities for supplies and weapons. Get in and out quickly or you will face the horde (and
maybe join them.)
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A vast arsenal of weapons including revolvers, tactical shotguns, field hockey sticks and katanas will enable your players
to survive and thwack Zombies!

Darkly comedic story and diverse cast of characters.

Keep your senses about you and your ear to the ground: Ambient sound changes when you're being hunted.
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Title: Dead Man's Trail
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Pie for Breakfast Studios, Omiya Games
Publisher:
Pie for Breakfast Studios
Release Date: 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or newer

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 620

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 793 MB available space

Sound Card: Intel display audio

English
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